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Minor Map for Art History (ARHS-M) 2011-12 through 2023-24 Catalog Years 

Last Updated: July 25, 2023 

 

 

Department Information: 

Faculty who have exception/substitution authority: Donna Jones, Jessica Park, Christopher Schulte, John Blakinger, and 

Lynn Jacobs 

Transfer Coursework Restriction:  At least 50% of a student’s Arts and Sciences (ARSC) major or minor must be taken at 

the University of Arkansas.  

Category 

 

Degree Requirements Curriculum Notes 

ART HISTORY SURVEYS 

 

6 hrs 

_____ ARHS 2913, Art History Survey I 

_____ ARHS 2923, Art History Survey II 

ARHS 2913 and 2923 taken together meet 

the state minimum core fine arts 

requirement, regardless of major.  

ARHS ELECTIVES 

 

9 hrs 

Take 9 hrs of ARHS electives numbered 3000 level or 

higher:* 

 

_____ ARHS 3000+____________ 

_____ ARHS 3000+____________ 

_____ ARHS 3000+____________ 

 

ARHS 99T transfer courses of any level can 

count here long as students still meet the 

50% rule. Not all 99T classes pull into the 

degree audit automatically, so students 

may need to request classes be moved into 

the minor by their academic advisor. 

*Students in the 2011/12-2021/22 catalog 

years are also allowed to count lower level 

ARHS classes here, including ARHS 1003, 

but are encouraged to take upper level 

ARHS classes.  

ARHS OR ARTS ELECTIVE 

 

3 hrs 

Take any additional 3 hrs of ARHS or ARTS courses 

(Excluding ARHS 1003):* 

 

_____ ARHS/ARTS_____________ 

ARHS and ARTS 99T transfer courses of any 

level can count here long as students still 

meet the 50% rule. Not all 99T classes pull 

into the degree audit automatically, so 

students may need to request classes be 

moved into the minor by their academic 

advisor. 

*Students in 2011/12-2021/22 catalog 

years are allowed to also use ARHS 1003 

here but are discouraged from doing so 

since ARHS 1003 is considered a class for 

non-majors and covers redundant material 

in ARHS 2913 and 2923. 
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